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LPC Mission and Values 

Our Purpose Represent the views, interests and priorities of Coventry contractors and collaborate 
with national and local partners 
 

Our Mission Deliver credible solutions to actively improve health outcomes of the local population 
and beyond. 
 

Values The Committee follows the Nolan Principles:  
Selflessness | Integrity | Objectivity | Accountability | Openness | Honesty | Leadership 
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Forward from Chief Officer – Fiona Lowe 

Well what a year – new contract, financial squeeze, PCNs, Wright Review 

and then Covid19! 

Another challenging year. We want to take this opportunity to thank everyone in the pharmacy teams for the 

professionalism and determination they have shown in continuing to provide valuable services to patients and 

communities throughout the year and especially during the Covid crisis.  

Community Pharmacy teams have been widely praised for their grit and determination to carry on serving their 

patients throughout Covid and have been the only primary care healthcare professionals routinely seeing 

patients face to face. The confusion and lack of respect for Community Pharmacy teams initially was 

disappointing but as time went on during the crisis their role has been more and more appreciated by NHSE, 

Government, local healthcare systems and by patients. At times it has been challenging to keep on top of the 

changes in rules around PPE, opening hours, testing and then test and trace. It has not been without incident in 

our patch. It has raised the importance of robust business continuity plans, buddying arrangements – even with 

dispensing practices in some areas.  As an LPC we have supported the production on Recovery checklist 

alongside PSNC and a monthly task tracker for Contractors, so you have clarity and are aware of any changes 

The new 5 years contractual framework has commenced however, some aspects have been postponed due to 

Covid in relation to the new services roll out and some of the terms of service. The LPC provided training and 

support for each aspect of the Framework.  

The new Primary Care Networks have started to gain momentum along with - PLACE (Coventry, Rugby, North 

Warwickshire, South Warwickshire) and the STP / ICS – Coventry and Warwickshire systemwide footprint. The 

three CCGs are in the process of merging into one CCG which will be coterminous with the STP. The two 

Councils currently work separately. Details of these Commissioners is shared later and the PCNs are described 

on our website http://www.coventrylpc.co.uk/pcn/. 

We have built strong relationships with all local stakeholders including the new NHSE Midlands team. We have 

also represented the West Midlands on the PSNC – LPC Covid Group. We have also established a working 

group across the whole Midlands to drive efficiency in ways of working – doing things once where we can and 

sharing. 

We are also aiming to work re closely with patients through Healthwatch to understand the ask of pharmacy and 

to help patients understand some of the Covid changes for patients and impact of the way services are provided. 

The Wright Review was launched to consider improvements in the ways of working of PSNC and LPCs and we 

welcome the opportunity to improve support and representation for Contractors. The LPC made a full response 

to the Recommendations which can be found on our LPC website, under about us: 

http://www.coventrylpc.co.uk/about-us/representation/ We have further contributed to the next stage of planning any 

transformation. We will add any information to the same section on our website. 

One of the recommendations is the changing of the working name of the LPC to Community Pharmacy Coventry. 

We had already started using this term for badges and our PCN packs. We will gradually be changing over to 

this terminology in 2021. Also, to have sensible geographical footprints and to consider the size of the LPC both 

from a Contractor base and membership within the LPC. Our LPC covers one half of the local STP but we already 

share many of our meetings with Warwickshire and have started to consider the option to work together more 

formally – as a merged Committee. We also work closely with our other neighbouring LPCs, particularly 

Herefordshire & Worcestershire. The five acute trusts already have an alliance across the two STPs.  

As you may recall from last year’s report we have been working collaboratively across Arden (Coventry & 

Warwickshire) and Herefordshire and Worcestershire and will be looking at whether a more formal Federation 

http://www.coventrylpc.co.uk/pcn/
http://www.coventrylpc.co.uk/about-us/representation/
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may be appropriate once we have fully considered the merger with Warwickshire as we share office resources. 

The aim to have the most cost-effective support for Contractors. This also links into CPWM – the 11 West & 

North Midlands LPCs and more latterly also including the 5 East Midlands LPCs in another forum as this is 

coterminous with the NHSE Midlands Region.  

 

 

Alongside this Annual Report we have shared a briefing paper on the possible merger with Warwickshire. We 

will be communicating regularly on the process ahead of a vote in Spring next year. The approximate timeline is 

shown below, subject to approval from Contractors. A two thirds majority in favour will be required of those 

choosing to exercise their vote on the proposal. The activities in grey will only go ahead if the merger is approved. 

If it is not the usual process for electing / appointing LPC members will go ahead instead for the individual LPCs 

to continue. 

Activity Autumn 
2020 

Winter 
2021 

Spring 
2021 

Summer 
2021 

Autumn 
2021 

Winter 
2022 

Spring 
2022 

April 
2022 
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AGM and advanced notice of 
intentions to Contractors 

        

Contractor events to discuss Wright 
Review and Merger proposals 

        

Contractors sent full information on 
the merger and invited to vote 

        

Result declared (> 2/3 of vote must be 
in favour)  

        

AGMs of outgoing LPCs         
End October – confirmation of 
contractor numbers and places on 
LPC  

        

Financial alignment of LPCs         
Voting for places on the newly 
merged LPC 

        

New CP Arden Committee 
confirmed, subject to voting outcome 
in 2021 or individual LPCs will be  

        

Community Pharmacy Arden term of 
office commences 

        

AHW SUPPORT TEAM 

I am pleased to say our fabulous support team are all still here and worked throughout Covid to help you through 

with information, advice and support although homeworking and new normal has changed the way we work. The 

team works across the three LPCs. We are starting to get back to a mix of virtual and office working and expect 

the office manned at some part of each weekday from October 2020. You can still contact us as normal through 

the usual means, email. Facebook, twitter, phone.  

Zoe is our Administrator and Governance Lead and joined us in November 2017. Many of you will have come 

across Zoe already on the phone, by email or at one of our events. Zoe has a law degree and works 24 hours 

a week and her usual pattern of work is Mondays, Wednesdays and Thursdays and contacted on 01386 

897529. You can also email Zoe on ahwlpc@gmail.com – which is also the general LPC email address.   

Kathy joined us in September 2018 as a Support Officer to help Contractors with contractual changes and 

service delivery.  Kathy normally works 18 hours a week, across 3 days. Kathy is a registered Pharmacy 

Technician who has worked across many different pharmacy settings including hospital, community pharmacy, 

Primary Care, and CCGs. Kathy’s direct email is krobinson.lpc@gmail.com. 

Susan joined us in July 2018 as a Digital Administrative Assistant, working 15 hours a week.  Susan’s usual 

pattern of work is Tuesday, Thursday and Friday 10-3pm. Susan brings a wealth of expertise in digital 

communication. We hope that you will follow us on twitter and facebook. If you have any news stories or topics 

for discussion, please let Susan know on direct email skarolysmith.lpc@gmail.com or any of the LPC admin 

emails. 

We have also been fortunate to have the support of Manisha Sharma for a six months period to support with 

PCNs and local stakeholder engagement.  

Chair and Vice Chair Report  

 

We would like to start by acknowledging what a difficult year it has been for the Community Pharmacy sector. If 

we look back 12 months, we could not have predicted how challenging operating a Community Pharmacy would 

mailto:ahwlpc@gmail.com
mailto:krobinson.lpc@gmail.com
mailto:skarolysmith.lpc@gmail.com
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become and the immense pressure that would be felt by everyone in the sector. Not only have we continued to 

face the financial pressures of the funding cuts from a couple of years ago but have had to play our part in 

fighting a global pandemic in the form of COVID-19.  Most of the work done for the pandemic response is in the 

current financial period, not specifically covered in this annual report for 2019-20, but we wanted to take this 

opportunity to thank every single member of every pharmacy team for the resilience, passion and determination 

they have shown and the fantastic support they have offered to their patients and communities during these 

unprecedented times so thank you to you all.  

Now back to notable events of 2019/20 and September 2019 saw the introduction of the new Community 

Pharmacy Contractual Framework ‘CPCF’. The CPCF introduces the progressive introduction of new clinical 

services, against the challenge of a “flat” funding structure. 

The first new service introduced was the Community Pharmacist Consultation Service (CPCS). Coventry & 

Warwickshire LPCs organised a joint contractor event to support contractors with their understanding of the new 

CPCF, that also included implementation support or CPCS and a networking session to bring together individuals 

working within the same PCN footprint.  It truly was an excellent day – well attended and lots of positive feedback!  

The LPC continued to provide local support where there were needs not covered by national bodies. This 

included liaising with our Out-of-Hours provider, the CCG, and NHSE&I on implementation and early issues, and 

supporting uptake and completion of referrals where necessary in the early days.  

The inclusion of a Primary Care Network domain within the Pharmacy Quality Scheme was another ‘first’ for 

Community Pharmacy and a real opportunity for community pharmacists to work more collaboratively, both with 

each other, and other primary care colleagues including GPs.  The LPC worked hard to facilitate the appointment 

of PCN Leads and have continued to support these individuals with training events and support materials. I would 

like to thank these Leads for taking on this challenging role and we will continue to offer training and guidance 

where needed.  

Flu vaccination was again a success locally, and the LPC supported the programme with bus advertising and 

training. The scale of the programme is likely to increase this year with wider eligibility criteria and more flexible 

provision so please look out for our flu briefings. 

Speaking of ‘firsts’, you will hopefully be aware that in the latter half of 2019-20 the first significant review for 

many years into local and national pharmacy representation was commissioned. The “Wright Review”, led by 

Prof. David Wright from the University of East Anglia and his team, will likely significantly influence the way 

Contractor representation and support is structured and operates going forward. Coventry LPC will be ensuring 

that there are opportunities for our Contractors to discuss the Review with us, and you will be consulted at every 

stage as we consider what this means for the way we work for and communicate with you. 

Independently of the Review, you may be aware that we share our employed Chief Officer, Fiona, and the LPC 

office team with Warwickshire and Herefordshire and Worcestershire LPCs and we have been working 

progressively closer over several years now, and recent events have only accelerated this federated working. 

This allows us to avoid unnecessary duplication, increases the skills and capacity available to us, and 

significantly increases the robustness of all three LPCs’ abilities to represent all of our pharmacies. We have 

also worked closely with all West Midlands LPCs throughout the year to allow us to mirror the Regional NHS 

England Midlands footprint allowing more efficient outcomes. 

Finally we would like say thank you to the LPC Committee members for all their support and input over the last 

12 months – your contributions are invaluable and to Fiona, Zoe, Kathy, Susan and Manisha (our office team) 

who do an amazing job and work tirelessly in supporting both the LPC committee and, most importantly, our 

Contractors.   

LPC MEMBERS 

We would like to thank the outgoing members for all their help and support. We also welcome our new members. 
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We recently undertook a review of the current members to understand capacity, personality types, areas of 

interest, skill set and behaviours. This information is being used to support the allocation of activities in and 

outside of LPC Meetings. 

Officers & Members April 2019 – March 2020 and attendance:  
Name Membership Role Term of office 

in 19-20 
LPC Meeting 
attendance % 
April – March  

Locality / PCN Leads  

Fiona Lowe N/A CEO All 100% All 

Jas Heer Indep Chair & Signatory All 80% Coventry Navigation 1 

Vicki Roberts CCA Vice Chair All 80% GP Connect 

Pradeep Duggal Indep Treasurer & 
Signatory 

All 100% Coventry Navigation 2 (Coventry 
Central) 

Ashwin Hindocha Indep Signatory All 60% Unity 

Dev Joshi Indep Member All 100% SOWE 

Adel Ghulam CCA Member All 100% SOWE 

Liz McPherson CCA Member All 60% Go West (leaving Aug 2020) 

Alison Baker CCA Member To July 2019 100% Left July 2019 

Sandeep Dhami AIMp Member To May 2019 n/a Left May 2019 

Bal Heer CCA Member All 60% Coventry North 

Jas Jeers AIMp Member All 100% GP Connect 

Vacancy CCA Member  n/a Go West 

The Officers & Members from August 2020 are as follows:        

    

Chief Officer Fiona Lowe Chair Jas Heer 

Vice – Chair  Vicki Roberts Treasurer Prad Duggal 

Ashwin Hindocha Adel Ghulam Bal Heer Dev Joshi 

Jas Jeers Vacancy - CCA   

Confirmed LPC Meeting Dates:  

   

LPC Meeting Dates Location Open Sessions 

3rd September 2020 Virtual Meeting n/a  

15th October 2020 Virtual AGM 7pm-8pm 

24th November 2020 TBC TBC 

14th January 2021 TBC TBC 

23rd March 2021 TBC TBC 
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ADVANCED SERVICE CPCS  

On the 29th October 2019, the new advanced service CPCS was launched. This replaced the NUMSAS service 

and added in minor illness referral element. From end of October 2019 – March 31st 2020 in Coventry 

pharmacies had 887 Minor Illness referrals and 487 Urgent Medicine referrals. This was lower than 

neighbouring LPC areas. There were teething problems as pharmacies and NHS111 got to grips with the new 

service, but it has settled into a well-used and valuable service. Covid brought a reduction in referrals as some 

areas such as cough were excluded to avoid Covid symptoms being referred etc. The main categories referred 

are shown below.  
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ADVANCED SERVICE NHS FLU 

NHS Flu provision increased last season by 20% nationally and is expected to increase further this year with 

the new flexibilities and categories.  

LOCALLY COMMISSIONED SERVICES  

 

• Stop Smoking- face to face restrictions in place, no CO monitoring currently (National guidance). Low 

volume of activity 

• Substance Misuse- supervision restrictions in place, phased reintroduction (on-going funding during 

Covid) 

• Sexual Health - caution with face to face, where possible use telephone consultations and pick up EHC. 

Some finance issues wrt return of signed contract variations, which is being resolved 

• Phlebotomy- additional PPE and training- 17 providers, some using swift queue which is preferred 

option to access service 

• Blood Glucose meters- zero figures, switches completed by nurses/GPs. 11 pharmacies participating 

• SMI Intervention & Screening- low numbers delivered 

• EOL stocks- 18 pharmacies across Cov & Warks, finance issues currently being rectified 

 

MARKET ENTRY: 

During the year, the LPC considered a number of market entry applications and were advised of changes in 

ownership, closures and consolidations the following is a summary of information received from NHSEi. 

Change of ownership 

21/09/2020 - Change of ownership - from Boots UK Ltd t/a Boots Pharmacy at 191-193 Walsgrave Road, Coventry, West 

Midlands CV2 4HH to Bluecross Health Limited 

16/09/2020 – Change of Ownership – from AkbarPharma Ltd at 270 Earlsdon Avenue North, Earlsdon, West Midlands 

CV5 6GX to Expressmeds Ltd 

03/08/2020 – Change of Ownership - from Sharief Healthcare, 343 Tile Hill Lane, Coventry, CV4 9DU to Wellbeing  

17/12/2019 - Change of ownership - from Lloyds Pharmacy at 343 Tile Hill Lane, Coventry, Warwickshire, CV4 9DU to 

Sharief Healthcare Ltd 

19/06/2019 – Change of Ownership – Pharmacy at 245 Walsgrave Road, Coventry, CV2 4BA from Spire to Visionpharma 

Ltd  

06/02/2020 - Change of Ownership application for Biraj Pharmacy at 445 - 447 Foleshill Road, Coventry, CV6 5AQ by SRBY 

Limited – refused as had already closed 

Closures and consolidations: 

25/07/2020 – Pharmacy Closure - Boots UK Ltd, Boots pharmacy FMW79, 58 Earlsdon Street, Coventry, CV5 6EJ 

31/10/2019 – Pharmacy Closure - Biraj Pharmacy, 445-447 Foleshill Road, Coventry, West Midlands, CV6 5AQ 

27/07/2019 – Pharmacy Closure - Stoney Stanton Pharmacy, 631-633 Stoney Stanton Road, Coventry, CV6 5GA 
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06/10/2019 - Consolidation of the pharmacies at 49 Lower Precinct, Coventry CV1 1DS (the remaining site) and 5 Cross 

Cheaping, Coventry CV1 1HF (the closing site) – granted 

20/07/2020 - Consolidation onto the site at 51 Quinton Park, Coventry, West Midlands CV3 5PZ of Boots UK Ltd already at 

that site and Boots UK Ltd currently at 163 Daventry Road, Cheylesmore, Coventry, West Midlands CP3 5HD – refused 

Applications 

17/06/2020 – Application for inclusion in a pharmaceutical list at 6 The Mount, Coventry, CV3 5GU in respect of distance 

selling premises by PM Care Online Ltd – Granted  

15/01/2020 - Application for inclusion in a pharmaceutical list at 8 Prior Dream Walk, Coventry, CV4 8FT in respect of 

distance selling premises by Automeds Pharmacy Ltd - Refused. 

06/12/2019 – New Distance Selling Pharmacy - Akbar Pharma Ltd at 270 Earlsdon Ave North, Earlsdon, Coventry, West 

Midlands, CV5 6GX – Granted 

ERD AND EPS 

We have been supporting the push for increased eRD and EPS during Covid19, with some small increases in 

eRD – we have a lot of information on our website: http://www.coventrylpc.co.uk/resources-2/pharmacy-it/erd/ . You 

can find individual practice data on the NHS Digital website. Still a long way to go but the PCN Pharmacists are 

tasked with supporting eRD uptake also POD is supporting through a dedicated technician. 

 

http://www.coventrylpc.co.uk/resources-2/pharmacy-it/erd/
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PRIMARY CARE NETWORKS 

 

The PCNs have changed over the last year as they have bedded in.  

Establishing strong communication links between the LPC and the Community Pharmacy PCN Leads using 

email and WhatsApp groups allowed for information and resources to be shared immediately and efficiently so 

that they could disseminate to their local pharmacies. Daily changes during the pandemic and urgent need for 

PPE allowed the LPC to support contractors effectively and for any good practice to be shared. 

Coventry Navigation split to form Coventry Central and Navigation 1, North and South Sowe combined to form 

SOWE Valley. The PCNs Leads are: 

PCN Community Pharmacy 
PCN Lead 

Fcode Pharmacy Name & Postcode 

Coventry Navigation 1 TBC   

Coventry Central Kiran Shur FPE13 Dhaliwal Pharmacy CV3 6EJ 

Go West Ashwin Hindocha FPP94 Bannerbrook CV4 9AE 

Coventry North Arandeep Konkon FJ630 Gables CV6 4DD 

GP Connect Jasroop Bhoga FRH78 Dhaliwal Pharmacy CV6 5LL 

Sowe Valley Bhavin Joshi FKC57 Chemicare CV2 2GG 

Unity Raj Kanabar FK356 Monarch CV6 3AA 

MEDICINES DELIVERY SERVICE 

During the peak of the pandemic the LPC successfully collaborated and worked closely with Local Authority and 

CCG colleagues to produce Standard Operating Procedures for Medicines Delivery Services. Using the 

voluntary and public sector additional resource was created to support frontline pharmacies team deliver to 

shielded and vulnerable patients. 

VIRTUALOUTCOMES 

We are pleased to confirm that we will be funding VirtualOutcomes for another year, although in Coventry it 

has below average use it is well used by neighbouring LPCs Contractors. It is open to all of the pharmacies in 

our LPC footprint and so we would recommend that you take a look if you have not already tried it, you only 

need your Fcode to access it. https://www.virtualoutcomes.co.uk/ The details of how to view are on our lpc 

https://www.virtualoutcomes.co.uk/
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website and you can always ask a member of the team if you need help. http://www.coventrylpc.co.uk/virtual-

outcomes/  

Over the past year VirtualOutcomes released 18 courses to support pharmacies across England to deliver all 

aspects of the community pharmacy contract.  These courses included: 

• Sepsis team training 
• PQS 
• All public health campaigns - to support HLP 
• Support material for non-pharmacists to help asthmatics 
• Safeguarding team training 
• NHS Flu vaccination engagement training 
• PCNs 
• Any many more 

These courses were watched over 15,000 times and colleagues were awarded certificates upon successful 

completion of CPD questions at the end of the course.  Coming up in 2020/21 we will continue our support of 

the new pharmacy contract with modules planned to support GP-CPCS, Discharge Medication Service, 

Hepatitis C, public health campaigns, PQS 2020/21 plus many more. 

LPC WEBSITE:  

You will find a wealth of information on the LPC website: www.coventrylpc.co.uk .  We work hard to keep our 

website up to date, but welcome feedback as to layout and content. Susan who manages it works Tuesdays, 

Thursdays and Fridays 10-3 – and be contacted through general email or directly on 

skarolysmith.lpc@gmail.com.   Screenshots of some of the pages are shown below: 

 

 

  

http://www.coventrylpc.co.uk/virtual-outcomes/
http://www.coventrylpc.co.uk/virtual-outcomes/
http://www.coventrylpc.co.uk/
mailto:skarolysmith.lpc@gmail.com
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HOW DID WE DO AGAINST OUR PLAN? 

Planned Activity 2019-20 Progress 
New Contractual Framework 

 
Completed support for Contractors  
 

Pharmacy Quality Scheme 
 

Completed and good uptake - phase one 2020 
supported 

Primary care Networks 
 

Support for set up and facilitation of PCN Leads and 
training provided 

Making the LPC fit for the future and team development 
 

Continued development of team, Members and website 
Discussions around a merger with Warwickshire and 
possible formalising of shared resources across AHW. 

Contractor Support  
 

Contractor support throughout and for Covid 
undertaken and training events. VirtualOutcomes 
funded 

Stakeholder engagement 
 

Stakeholder mapping and engagment at local and 
regional levels 

Service development and implementation Support for CPCS, including access to clinical training 
and Hospital Discharge services.  

Contractor and pharmacy teams training and development 
 

Training events provided and start of workforce 
development around PCNs 

Building relationships across the STP and PCNs 
 

Improved relationships and engagement – some 
challenges once Covid hit although encouraged more 
engagement in some sectors. PCN Lead funding 
critical to support Community Pharmacy release of 
staff. Huge number of stakeholder meetings now need 
supporting particularly as moved to online.  
Part of Flu, Pharmacy and STP steering groups. 

Strategy for 20 -21 and beyond 

We have a joint plan across AHW LPCs, which we flex to account for local variation and services.  

 

LPC Governance, 
Capacity & 
Capability 

Contractor 
support and 
development

Stakeholder 
relationships and 

influence

Regulatory 

New Contract & 
PQS

Opportunity 
service 

development 
and 

implementation

Training and 
professional 
development

Primary Care 
Networks
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We are currently updating our strategy for 2020-21, but our workplan which covered April 2019 - 2020 August 

– extended due to impact of Covid – activity is as follows: 

Coventry LPC WORKPLAN 
Work 
Strand Subsection Objective/ Desired Outcome  Milestones 

G
o

ve
rn

an
ce

 

Market Entry Respond to all contract applications on time  

Finance 

Payroll set up and managed - cost effective back office function - 
economies of scale AHW  

Expense Policy Updated within new HMRC guidance  

Budget agreed and circulated Feb for each next financial year   
Treasurer reports and financial governance - reviewed alternate 
meetings  

S&O Committee - CHS Loan & Provider arm support  

Signatories confirmed and transparent accounting  

Accounts & Annual Report prepared for each AGM in September  

Internal Governance 

PSNC & LPC Review - respond and take onboard 
recommendations  

Structure and cross LPC working - cost-effective approach and 
sharing of skills, resources and capacity - e.g. PCN pack / support 
for CPWM  

PSNC - LPC RAG status complete and follow actions annually  

Members capability & capacity & ways of working. Training as 
needed  

Office Risk assessment, GDPR, home working, covid risk  

SLAs - Services Review all old & new SLAs & RAG  
Work 
Strand Subsection Objective/ Desired Outcome  Milestones 

C
o

n
tr

ac
to

r 
Su

p
p

o
rt

 

Communications 

Website maintenance and continuous improvement  

Social media - twitter / facebook  

Communication Plan - all channels: General, PQS, PCNs, CPCF etc  

Newsletters - for H&W and AHW  

Covid support, information and recovery  

Visits & Individual support & leadership training Covid postponed 

Training and development 

Resources - PCN pack Update in Autumn 2020 

Events - PQS, PCN, TCAM, CPCS  

Covid – 20-21 will be 
online 

Implementation & increased activity - additional resource - 
temporary contract Programme Manager  

Covid support, information and recovery - webinars  
e-RD, resources, training, communications and stakeholder 
engagement  

New Contract / QPS - resources PQS2 20-21 
Work 
Strand Subsection Objective/ Desired Outcome  Milestones 

St
ak

eh
o

ld
er

 

M
an

ag
em

e
n

t 

Mapping & priorities 
(Healthcare, Social Care, 
Acadaemia, Negotiating 
Bodies, Commissioners, 
Regulatory, Pharma, MP, 
Councilllors, Third Sector, 
LMC, Federation, PCNs, 
patient bodies, charities, 
social prescribing) 

National - relationships - utilise CPWM and AHW teams  

Regional - relationships - utilise CPWM and AHW teams  

Local - STP, PLACE, PCN - meeting attendance and briefing 
documents / bids etc                                                                        
Local - CC, CCG, NHSEi - meeting attendance and briefing 
documents   
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Communication Plan 

Newsletters and packs for stakeholders  

Press & Media - to be proactive and utilise PSNC resources  

Marketing - look at additional information for PCN packs Marketing / PR 20-21  

Engagement 

Representation on appropriate groups  
Influencing & Negotiating at all levels (training as needed)  

Structure  

AHW - continue to explore cost- effective structures and move 
towards   
CPWM - using optimal level to deliver effective support for 
Contractors. Four working groups (Comms, Work Force, Service 
Development, IT) 

Also link with East 
Midlands 20-21 

National - PSNC Review Follow Up  

Other S & O - CHS links   

Patients Healthwatch & Patient Communications  
Work 
Strand Subsection Objective/ Desired Outcome  Milestones 

Se
rv

ic
e

 &
 P

at
h

w
ay

 O
p

p
o

rt
u

n
it

ie
s 

D
ev

el
o

p
m

en
t 

Essential Services 

Support meeting core and resolution issues  
PQS - support and communications  

Advanced Services NMS, CPCS, Flu, TCAM, GPCPCS  

Locally Commissioned 
Services 

Retention  

Development add ons  

Data sets for meetings Agree useful data to review quarterly  

Opportunities 

Understand priorities  
Develop services and business cases - DES Postponed to 2021 

Local - PCN - generic Postponed to 2021 

Implementation 

Pilots n/a 

New Services n/a 

National - local application n/a 

Working with CHS Subcontracting, opportunity appraisals n/a 
Work 
Strand 

LPC Plan Strategy 
Coventry LPC, Warwickshire LPC, Herefordshire & Worcestershire LPC 

Lo
ca

l L
P

C
 A

ct
iv

it
ie

s 

GPCPCS Support at local level Currently Warks only 

PCNs Support at local level Need new leads and funding 

Local Services  Local - CC, CCG, PCN, PLACE, STP - implementation / development Challenging environment 

Local Relationships 

Local - STP, PLACE, PCN - meeting attendance and briefing 
documents / bids etc                                                                        
Local - CC, CCG, NHSEi - meeting attendance and briefing 
documents / bids etc Meetings attendance on track 
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Accounts for 2019-2020 

Full accounts can be found on our website: http://www.coventrylpc.co.uk/about-us/accounts/  

 

EXPLANATORY NOTES 

The LPC accounts closing balance at end of year 2019-20 was £114,304, with an expenditure of £94,659 against 

a planned budget of £139,000.  

This underspend was largely due to: 

• reduction in number of Committee Members and associated costs, joint meetings with Warwickshire 

saving on venue costs etc,  

• sponsorship received 

• fewer locality / PCN meetings than expected due to delay in maturing  

• impact of Covid at the end of the financial year. 

http://www.coventrylpc.co.uk/about-us/accounts/
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We acknowledge that the end of year bank balance is above the 50% of planned expenditure recommended to 

be held in reserve. In light of the recently published Independent Review of Contractor Representation, the 

LPC now believes it is prudent to retain at least a proportion of these additional reserves in order to support the 

agreement and implementation of the changes needed to achieve the best possible representation of community 

pharmacy at both a local and a national level. We believe that these additional reserves will allow us to do this, 

on behalf of contractors, without having to levy contractors for additional funding. 

The LPC has proposed the following: 

• A budget of £133,000 for 20-21 has been set. Therefore a 50% reserve would be £66,500. Leaving 

approximately £50,000 additional reserve. 

• £30,000 of this be ‘set aside’ to support the LPC undertake any required transformation over the next two 

years to meet any next steps of the Wright Review Transformation of Community Pharmacy 

representation. Any not called into use will be returned to Coventry Contractors by way of a levy holiday 

at the end of the period. 

• £20,000 will be held as a contingency fund until the end of December 2020 – for Covid, PCNs and 

adapting to new ways of working. We will then review our financial position and if it has not been allocated 

or called into use, a 2 months levy holiday will be applied in early 2021.  

Points of note on the accounts: 

• The Chief Officer moved from contracted to employed status during late 2018 

• The size of the Committee and frequency of meetings has reduced 

• The shared support and office function expanded, with part time Support Officer and Admin Assistant 

roles being filled late in 2018 and have now annualised. 

• There are some accruals and prepayments and the provider arm loans remain on the ‘books’ 

• We increased our expenditure on training events for Contractors including PCN Lead workshops. 

 

We hope that these suggestions meet with your approval, if you have any queries please contact the LPC 

office in the first instance and we will be happy to explain further. ahwlpc@gmail.com   

BUDGET 20-21 

Opening Balance Coventry LPC 2020-21 105,000 

Office team 19-20 

Support Officer (6 -7.5 hrs / wk); Administrator (8 hrs / wk); Digital admin 
(5hrs/wk) - employed includes OPI + expenses £2000 

£20,000.00 

Office rental etc 
Office costs rent, IT, petty cash and utilities £3,000.00 

CO costs Pay OPI + expenses(2400) £32,000.00 

Payroll expenses payplus costs £1,200.00 

Additional meeting members & expenses 6 WG meetings with 4 -  half days £3,000.00 

CPWM £20 per contractor £1,900.00 

Members backfill & expenses based on  6 meetings 10@250  £12,000.00 

External Meeting 
to include external meetings (CCG, HWB, Locality, POD etc) and visits to 
Contractors £10,000.00 

PSNC Levy   £23,000.00 

Accountants   £500.00 

Tax   £100.00 

HR / Legal / charges   £500.00 

https://eur05.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fpharmacy-review.org%2F&data=02%7C01%7C%7C7927864110bd417d78ea08d844fa9eb8%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C637335190492241636&sdata=UaGxltxarKX9gtvRH6vYQXVkbD%2FcfzdWJAdqQ2rJFQ4%3D&reserved=0
mailto:ahwlpc@gmail.com
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Venue - LPC Meetings based on 6 @ £325 (6 main and 2 subgroup) £2,000.00 

Training / LPC development psnc / leadership  £2,000.00 

Printing / stationery / postage / marketing / 
advertising materials for events and visits and one off hardcopy newsletter £3,500.00 

Events - Training shared costs nett of pharma support £3,000.00 

Hon Ch and Treasurer £1000 + 500 £1,500.00 

Marketing eg Flu NMS e-disch  £4,000.00 

Contingency / Miscellaneous Contractor support £0.00 

PCN and CPCS Support office, contractor backfill, 
Manisha   £10,220.00 

TOTAL   £133,420.00 

 

Office Contact Details 

LPC Office: Unit 24 Basepoint Business Centre; Crab Apple Way, Vale Park, 

Evesham, WR11 1GP 

Office Phone: 01386 897529; ahwlpc@gmail.com  

(Office is generally manned: Monday – Friday 10-2, with ansaphone facilties)  

The LPC specific email is: coventrylpc1@gmail.com  

Fiona Lowe can be contacted on 07792970382 (Monday – Friday 9-6). t: @AHWLPC  

Website: www.coventrylpc.co.uk twitter: @lpcCoventry facebook: Coventry Local Pharmaceutical 

Committee     

 

mailto:ahwlpc@gmail.com
mailto:coventrylpc1@gmail.com
http://www.coventrylpc.co.uk/

